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IT COMES TO SOMETHING when the arrival of a
hardware compressor should be greeted not with a
groan of the mundane but with the raised eyebrows

of surprise. Part of LA Audio’s smart British Racing
Green series of 1U rackmounts, the C400 crams four
identical compressors into its front panel.

Adopting the now popularly accepted logic of
allowing all four to operate as separate entities or to be
paired for two sets of stereo operation, it’s a rewarding
and straightforward unit that does what you would
expect it to do extremely well and without much fuss.
While it won’t appeal to those after boutique character
gain reduction it will undoubtedly attract all those who
still need analogue compression in the rack and want
flexibility, high quality, set-and-forget operation and a
high density of processing.

The rear panel provides electronically balanced XLR
I-Os for each channel, that are usefully switchable for
-10/+4 operation, plus a TRS jack sidechain socket.
Front panel metering is excellent and fast.

Each channel gets fully variable pots for Threshold
(-40dB to +20dB), Ratio (unity to 20:1), Release

(40ms to 4s) and the essential makeup Gain (-20dB
to +20dB). How you get to use these depends on the
position of a number of switches.

The slope can be switched between Hard and Soft
(nice) knee compression. Attack times are governed by
a switch that selects Auto (fully programme dependent
automatic adjustment of attack and release constants)
or Auto Attack, which takes care of the front end of the
envelope and leaves you to play with the Release time.
Normally, by now I would be decrying the absence of
any form of fully manual attack control but in honesty
I didn’t really miss it. However, I will concede that there
must be instances where I probably would.

That said, it is very simple to get things balanced up
to have the desired effect. It’ll crunch hard, and not
unpleasantly it has to be said so don’t dismiss this as
a box devoid of character, or just baby-sit your levels
while you get on with something else.

I believe that the inclusion of a Program filter switch
does help matters. This inserts a -6dB slope at 100Hz
into the sidechain and thereby gets around the
traditional problem of flabby and often irrelevant low

end working the gain reduction harder than the rest of
the signal spectrum really deserves. The result is a
better type of compressed output. I worked the box for
ages without engaging this switch but when I did the
improvement was immediate. The output is more solid
and better balanced. A smart little switch, then.

Each channel also gets a Bypass with LED and
channels 1 and 2 and 3 and 4 can be stereo paired on
a press of the relevant button, handing master control
to the one on the left.

All in a pretty damn fine unit that is also a
refreshingly different shade of dark to add a little depth
to your rack colour scheme — the excellent legending
seems to be almost luminous and shows up
surprisingly well in half-light.

Price for the C400 is UK£599 (+ VAT), which is up
there in the good value for money region. You may be
able find similar types of unit for substantially less
than this but I very much doubt that they will be as
well built, sound as good or be as quiet. That’s the sort
of stuff you have to pay a bit more for. A really useful
piece of gear. ■
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In the land of the compressor emulation and plug-in solution, new analogue compressors

are becoming a bit low on the ground. ZENON SCHOEPE discovers a decidedly real and

hardware oriented quad unit.
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Good performance; good results;
thoughtful auto settings; side chain
filter switch.

You might need to have fully
variable Attack control.
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